
Take a look at noise reduction solutions from EzoBord, Quiet Earth Moss, and
Alea this week with Ginger Grant Group!
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Silent night, and a quiet workspace!
WEEKLY WEDNESDAY MANUFACTURER UPDATES

Each week, Ginger Grant Group shares manufacturer updates and
promotions! Last week we shared stylish and comfortable furniture from
Nightingale, Krug and Hekman. This week, it's not just a "Silent Night" in the
spotlight. It's finding that peace and quiet to reduce noise pollution in the
workplace and promote focus and productivity with EzoBord, Quiet Earth
Moss, and Alea. For a closer look, click the images below!

EzoBord

EzoBord produces
design driven
architectural acoustical
solutions. This week,
we're focusing on noise
reduction options, such
as EzoBord's Suspended
Office, Hoody Cove Desk
Divider, and Kayra
Privacy Panels!

Click the image above for
more information!

Quiet Earth Moss

Quiet Earth Moss is an
organically preserved
natural moss product that
brings custom green
spaces indoor, with the
added bonus of noise
reduction, such as
Acoustic Moss Tiles,
Moss Walls, and Moss
Planters!

Click the image above for
more information!

Alea

Alea's mission is to
furnish work spaces with
beautiful, comfortable
and stimulating
solutions. Highlights for
the week include noise
reduction and privacy
options such as the F40
and F65 booths, as well
as Air modular seating!

Click the image above for
more information!
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EzoBord
Manufacturer Product Spotlight



Hoody Cove Soundproof Cubicle (https://ezobord.com/hoody-
desktop-cove/#)
Hoody soundproof desk dividers are a simple and elegant way instantly transform your open-plan office space
into individually separated, quiet workspaces.

Inspired by the classic Hoody Desk Screen system, Hoody Soundproof Cubicle creates a unique personal
space. 

Each cubicle includes super convenient ‘built-in’ corner shelves to hold your Bluetooth speakers or other items
you wish to have in your personal workspace.

https://ezobord.com/hoody-desktop-cove/#


Instantly transform your open plan office space into individually separated, quiet workspaces with EzoBord’s
modular Hooded Desk divider system nicknamed “Hoody”.

The “Hoody” installs in seconds without the use of any tools and fits onto any new or existing desking/benching
system. Compatible with virtually any manufacturer including all major office furniture brands.



Suspended Office (https://ezobord.com/suspended-office/#)
Privacy encompasses many different needs and behaviors; each form of privacy – acoustical, informational or
visual, helps people to focus, free from distractions.

Supporting mindfulness and authenticity for any  individual, Suspended Office provides shielding by three walls,
allowing users to rejuvenate, relax, and focus on their work.

Suspended Office was designed in collaboration with B2Lab as an ecosystem of spaces that re-defines the
privacy of the work area and shapes collaborative work.

https://ezobord.com/suspended-office/#


There really is no “one size fits all” solution, privacy encompasses many different needs and behaviors, each
form of privacy – acoustical, informational or visual, helps people to feel free, to share ideas and to make work
visible.

Featuring Ezobord acoustical surface materials in a variety of visually interesting patterns, colors, and
configurations that perfectly balance design and functionality.

Available in single module, double module, and L-shape for a variety of configurations.

Anti-microbial Treatment:
For additional workplace safety, the unit could be coated with a revolutionary bonded antimicrobial technology
for polymers and textiles AEGIS® if requested.

Privacy Door:
Single or double doors are available for the units, a counterweight is required when a single door is added to
only one side, contact us for more information.

Composition:
100% Polyester (min 50% (+/-) recycled PET Fibre.

Acoustics: NRC.80



Kayra Soundproof Office Dividers (https://ezobord.com/kayra-
screen-soundproof-curved-divider/#)
Kayra Curved Screens are simple but elegant soundproof office dividers. Kayra allows employers to reduce
ambient noise and reverberation, and create privacy in open-plan spaces.

Multiple Kayra Screens can infinitely connect together to make a wide variety of shapes and sizes that create
custom acoustical meeting spaces! The divider and base are easily disassembled and reassembled for a more
flexible solution than traditional screens.

Available in a range of finishes and in a full curve or wave shape, they work in any interior.

https://ezobord.com/kayra-screen-soundproof-curved-divider/#


Sound absorption performance depends on mounting/installation conditions, material thickness, pattern & style.

Privacy Policy | Ginger Grant Group
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Quiet Earth Moss
Manufacturer Product Spotlight



Acoustic Dampening Moss Wall
Office settings with poor acoustic comfort are linked to lower rates of worker engagement and productivity. This
can be traced to the physiological toll of a noisy work environment. The constant sound of conversation and
electronics can lead to chronic stress.

Quiet Earth’s acoustic moss walls are mounted (https://www.quietearthmoss.com/preserved-moss-
walls/framed-moss-panels/) on ezoBord backing panels, which absorb sound from a wide range of frequencies.
Made from 100% polyester and recycled PET fiber, these panels provide superior acoustical dampening
(https://www.quietearthmoss.com/preserved-moss-walls/decorative-acoustic-panels/).

Featuring a high sound absorption value of .70 our panels are fully custom, handmade designs. Add visual
interest and enhanced acoustic comfort to any interior space with preserved natural moss-- that is virtually
maintenance-free.

100% sustainably sourced moss
No light or pruning needed
Endless design options
Biodegradable ezoBord acoustic panels
Simple installation
Excellent sound insulation
Eye-catching focal point
Optional Aegis Anti-microbial spray to limit the spread of viruses and germs

https://www.quietearthmoss.com/preserved-moss-walls/framed-moss-panels/
https://www.quietearthmoss.com/preserved-moss-walls/decorative-acoustic-panels/


Preserved Moss Planters
Preserved Moss Planters are elegant, portable installations/solutions that complement any office design without
sacrificing valuable wall space. Each customizable Planter is made from two elements: The Planter structure
and Preserved Moss.

The Planter structure features our industry-leading ezoBord, a super lightweight, non-toxic, acoustic panel
material made from recycled water bottles. Fully customizable into any shape, size, or color, ezoBord helps turn
any Design vision into reality.

Features:

Handcrafted to your specific design requirement (https://www.quietearthmoss.com/biophilic-
design/biophilic-interior-design/)
Absorbs sound and residual noise
Super strong and lightweight
Requires no light or watering
Combines up to 6 unique moss types (https://www.quietearthmoss.com/preserved-moss-walls/types-of-
preserved-moss/), textures, heights, and natural patterns

Acoustic Dampening Moss Art Tiles
(https://www.quietearthmoss.com/preserved-moss-
walls/acoustic-moss-art-tiles/)
Quiet Earth Moss & EzoBord produce acoustic solutions with exceptional sound absorption capabilities
that now look natural. Moss Art Tiles are designed to help architects and designers create endless patterns for
their next project. Moss art can be created in multiple shapes and sizes—the possibilities are truly endless!

100% sustainably sourced moss

https://www.quietearthmoss.com/biophilic-design/biophilic-interior-design/
https://www.quietearthmoss.com/preserved-moss-walls/types-of-preserved-moss/
https://www.quietearthmoss.com/preserved-moss-walls/acoustic-moss-art-tiles/


No light or pruning needed
Endless design options
Biodegradable ezoBord acoustic panels
Simple installation
Excellent sound insulation
Eye-catching focal point

Privacy Policy | Ginger Grant Group
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Alea
Manufacturer Product Spotlight

F40 Pods
(https://www.aleaoffice.com/foto/download/6363812d89514202211030951576.pdf)
Space takes on new functions. F40 is the collection of phone booths and pods designed to create corners of privacy and comfort.

https://www.aleaoffice.com/foto/download/6363812d89514202211030951576.pdf


In large spaces there is a need to isolate oneself for a call or a private meeting, or simply to find a moment of greater concentration. The F40
pods and phone booths collection was created to meet these needs. It stands out for its linear design and rapidity of assembly on site, with
consequent reduction of costs for the customer.

F40 is presented in the standard dimensions 47.25x31.37 inches (one person), 86.61x31.37 inches (two people), 86.61x86.61 inches (four
people), and has a range of dedicated and optional interior furnishings, for those who want a complete package.

The palette of available colors allows F40 to be dressed with different combinations of fabric and laminate, for interior and exterior use
respectively.

F40 comes with a range of additional options that make it unique, far beyond the choice of color. On the outside of the panels, it is possible to
make a UV print with graphic design of your choice. Another option for the back panel is a special laminate that makes the surface writable.

F65 Freestanding Wall System
(https://www.aleaoffice.com/foto/download/63637f829d091202211030944504.pdf)
F65 is a freestanding system of movable walls for the creation of multifunctional cells of great comfort and privacy in open spaces. F65 is
offered in the pod version for meetings and on demand solutions. F65 is completely customizable thanks to the ample sectional options such
as acoustic panel ceilings, lighting, service modules and air conditioning system. F65 is also available in bigger sizes.

Features:

Light: class III insulation, energy class A+, IP 20, according CE directive
Forced ventilation “in/out”, 1+1 silenced fans (CE/UL), noise level ~ 23 dB. Air filter polyester, class EN 779 G3-G4
Electrical module consisting of light switch, ventilation switch, dual USB charger
Double glazed glass panels for insulation and privacy
Double face door for privacy

https://www.aleaoffice.com/foto/download/63637f829d091202211030944504.pdf


Air Corner Seat (https://www.martedesign.it/en/catalogues/)
Airy, light, and windy. Not a simple sofa but a modular seating system characterized by a sense of suspension and dematerialization. Modular
construction provides endless design and customization possibilities. Soft edges and rational proportions constitute the stylistic code of a
product that provides multiple furnishing solutions.

Wooden frame prepared with variable density rubber and elastic belts. Upholstery in fabric, faux leather, leather. Structure in powder-coated
steel in various finishes. Available with USB charge integrated.

Privacy Policy | Ginger Grant Group
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